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BIOGRAPHY

Sometimes, numbers do lie! Statistics say children, who are raised in

domestically violent homes and/or homes filled with substance abuse and

poverty, are less likely to succeed and more likely to become products of their

environment. However, this wasn’t the case for Rahkal C. D. Shelton, author,

speaker, mental health advocate and inspiration enthusiast. Those were her

statistics; however, the self-proclaimed “rose from concrete” triumphed over

them. Born on the Southside of Chicago to a 19-year-old drug addict and high

school dropout, her tumultuous childhood should have guaranteed future

failure. But she persevered, proving that “your past doesn’t have to dictate

your future and manifestation is the product of action,” as she boldly states.

Rahkal not only desired to overcome adversity; she put in the work. Fast

forward: She is a first-generation college graduate and HBCU alum, whose

resume is lined with accomplishments and work histories with well-known

corporate entities.

 

In 2009, Rahkal’s passion was ignited. She found her purpose while working

for the Chicago Public School System as a mentor and organizer. This

discovery led to working with disadvantaged youth and coaching employees

within elite corporate structures. Rahkal holds a Master’s degree in Media

Communications and has over 12 years of experience working for major

conglomerates, including CNN, Warner Media, iHeartMedia (formerly Clear

Channel Communications), Fox Chicago News, and WGN. Simply put, she

started from the bottom; now, she’s here…and determined to motivate others

along her journey. Using her voice as a platform to educate and empower,

Rahkal passionately serves culture through sharing her story and teaching

personal and professional development strategies.

 

She is the author of Dreams Bigger Than Texas, Blackbird, and Woosah: A

Survival Guide for Women of Color Working in Corporate. Her heart beats to

the rhythm of her life’s mantra: Be the Inspired You. 

www.rahkalshelton.com

BE YOU. BE INSPIRED. BE THE INSPIRED YOU.



MISSION & VISION

Through transparency, authenticity, and relatability, my goal is to

use my personal story and experiences to serve and inspire

people personally and professionally.

www.rahkalshelton.com

BE YOU. BE INSPIRED. BE THE INSPIRED YOU.

Challenging individuals to be the inspired version of themselves.

VISION

MISSION



Panels  

Keynotes 

Workshops / Seminars

Courses 

SERVICES & TOPICS
Mental Wellness & Mindset Strategies 

College & Career Readiness

Goal Setting & Strategic Planning

Personal & Career/Professional Development 

F E A T U R E S

M E D I A  R E A C H

    

http://radioonechicago.com/rahkal-shelton-october-27th-2016/
https://youtu.be/wuLZxYGUV6o
https://www.instagram.com/p/BwKSfkKD31v/?igshid=9h6pxz4fg8e1
https://www.myhbcuinterview.com/interviews/rahkal-shelton-texas-southern-university-2007%20-communications-with-a-concentration-in-broadcast-media-fyh1lmsdta
http://dev.artsoulradio.com/author-releases-autobiography-dreams-bigger-than-texas-releases%20-in-two-weeks/
http://www.whatstheword.tv/features-blog/2016/11/7/dreams-bigger-than-texas-book-release
https://www.blessedbeatz.com/single-post/2016/08/28/Dreams-Bigger-Than-Texas----Rahkal%20-Shelton-Interview
http://voyageatl.com/interview/meet-rahkal-shelton-inspired-buckhead/
https://ndigo.com/2016/10/24/15037/
https://www.facebook.com/rahkal.shelton
https://twitter.com/rcarladanielle
https://www.instagram.com/rcarladanielle/
https://www.youtube.com/rahkalshelton
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NO, IT'S NOT JUST YOU, AND YOU'RE NOT TRIPPING!

Let's be honest; the majority of the corporations we’re working for

weren’t founded with us in mind. It is no secret how stressful,

challenging, and difficult working in corporate America can be,

especially for women of color. But guess what, Sis? You made it, and

most of us had to fight really hard to get here. We’ve worked long

hours, continued our education, moved across the country, and

made countless sacrifices. Now, wouldn’t it be nice to feel respected,

valued, and be equally compensated? Wouldn’t it be nice to create

more significant contributions toward our careers while navigating

the corporate beat down more effectively? Look no further; help is in

your hand. But, first, let’s take a deep breath and woosah. 

 

Woosah: A Survival Guide for Women of Color Working in Corporate

is guaranteed to help you better navigate the workplace while

keeping your confidence, cool, and peace of mind. 

 

Packed with down-to-earth commentary, unfiltered and relatable

stories, exercises, and practical tools in it, Rahkal provides invaluable

advice for tackling thorny topics like discrimination, wage gaps,

biases, toxic environments, self-worth, boundary setting, and

community building. This humorous and energetic guide is for the

woman who's ready to thrive. 

###

rahkal@rahkalshelton.com

(Atlanta, GA) - Corporate dropout, speaker and author Rahkal C. D.

Shelton fires her coveted employer, proclaiming a permanent

Woosah from the private sector. This motivated edupreneur

(educator + entrepreneur) is determined to use her experiences as

inspiration for other working professionals, specifically women of

color. She hopes to provide the necessary knowledge and tools to

thrive in and beyond the confines of a 9-5. Her latest book, Woosah:

A Survival Guide for Women of Color Working in Corporate, is a

reflective depiction of the lessons and experiences that have

shaped this dynamic writer, on her journey from internships to

fortunate 500 companies. Rahkal provides invaluable advice for

tackling thorny topics like discrimination, wage gaps, biases, toxic

environments, self-worth, boundary setting, and community

building.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

Rahkal C. D. Shelton is a mental health

advocate, speaker, and author. With

over 12 years of corporate experience,

including roles with CNN, Warner

Media (formerly Turner Broadcasting

System, Inc), WGN, iHeartMedia

(formerly Clear Channel

Communications), and Fox Chicago

News. Rahkal has a Master's degree in

media communications and training

and is an HBCU alum. She is passionate

about serving and inspiring individuals

through personal and professional

development coaching. Learn more at

rahkalshelton.com.

FORMAT: PAPERBACK & EBOOK

WATCH THE OFFICIAL TRAILER

https://youtu.be/jAX3RyJoLJI

Corporate dropout fires coveted employer, 

proclaiming a permanent Woosah from the private sector.
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BOOKINGS, SPEAKING
ENGAGEMENTS & INQUIRES: 

RAHKAL@RAHKALSHELTON.COM

#BETHEINSPIREDYOU

#DREAMSBIGGERTHANTEXAS

#WOOSAHTHEBOOK
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